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Abstract
GATE is advanced open source software dedicated to numerical simulations in medical imaging and
radiotherapy. It currently supports simulations of Emission Tomography (Positron Emission Tomography - PET and
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography - SPECT), Computed Tomography (CT) and Radiotherapy
experiments. This work focused on the commercial Biograph 6 PET/CT scanner. The study targeted to (a) port
previously developed and validated GATE codes to the currently available stable version GATE v.6.1, (b) evaluate
model's validity detecting sources of bias (c) investigate differentiations imposed if different sources were employed,
namely F-18 (Fluorine-18), O-15 (Oxygen-15) and C-11 (Carbon-11). The geometry of the system components was
described in GATE, including detector ring, crystal blocks, PMTs etc. Energy and spatial resolution were taken into
account. The GATE results were compared to experimental data obtained according to the NEMA NU-2-2001
protocol, Analysis was limited to scatter fraction, count looses and randoms. Good agreement was achieved
between experimental and GATE results. Significant sources of bias were the (a) dead time value, (b) dead-time
mode (paralysable-nonparalysable), (c) modelled activity (d) modelled source, (e) additional dead time values
adopted in GATE modules.

Keywords: Positron emission tomography (PET); Single photon
Eemission; Computed tomography - SPECT); Computed tomography
(CT); Radiotherapy; GATE simulation

Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a medical diagnostic
method to observe metabolism, blood flow, neurotransmission and
important biochemical entities [1]. To-date, commercial PET systems
employ several types of scintillators. Be4Ge3O12 (BGO) has been
considered, for a long time, as the state of the art [2,3]. LuSiO5 (LSO)
has become the best competitor due to its high detection efficiency
[1,3-5]. Other scintillators, such as Gd2SiO5 (GSO), LuAlO3 (LuAP),
YAlO3 (YAP) and Y3Al5O12 (YAG) have been employed as well
[1,3,4]. Noticeable is the recent tendency in introducing new detector
types and designs [2,3,6-10]. Modern PET imaging technology
involves, nowadays, algorithms for statistical effects, scatter and
random coincidences, fast detector electronics and accurate
reconstruction algorithms [1,3,11,12]. State-of-the art PET scanners
are dual modalities, namely they incorporate computed tomography
(CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems, to achieve more
accurate anatomical localisation [12]. Especially PET/CT systems,
eliminate lengthy PET transmission scans and generate complex three
dimensional images within few minutes. This improves count-rate,
spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [2,3,13].
Simultaneously, it enhances clinical conditions, diagnosis, follow-up
and therapy [12]. PET/CT technology is undergoing rapid evolution.
As the current technology becomes more widespread, it is likely that
there will be a demand for PET designs of better performance and less
cost [1,3]. This intensifies the interest for investigations on already
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employed PET systems [5,7,11,14-22] and in seeking applicability of
new detector concepts. In designing and evaluating new PET systems,
it is of significance to determine accurately various physical
phenomena associated with radiation detection [3,4,6,7]. For example,
incorrectly detected scatter and characteristic X-ray fluorescence
radiation, bremsstrahlung, Auger and Koster-Kronig electrons, could
result in significant degradation of spatial resolution and image
contrast [18,19]. In simulating the stochastic processes involved in
radiation detection, the Monte Carlo techniques constitute very
efficient tools [3,4,6,7]. Several general Monte Carlo packages are
available (e.g. MCNP, EGSnrcMP, GEANT4) [6,7]. All are
conceptualised for complex and general geometries of particle
showers; however, under non-trivial coding. From these, GATE
(GEANT4 Application for Tomographic Emission) is more frequently
employed in PET due to its flexibility for Tomographic simulations
[16].
The present work is focused on the commercial Biograph 6 PET/CT
scanner. The initiatives were diverging. At first, the study aimed to
port previously developed and validated GATE codes [22] to the stable
version v.6.1 of GATE. Second, it focuses on re-evaluating model's
validity, however, detecting additionally some sources of bias.
Additionally it is investigated the role of utilising different sources
than F-18 (Fluorine-18) namely O-15 (Oxygen-15) and C-11
(Carbon-11). The geometry of the system components was described
in GATE, including detector ring, crystal blocks, PMTs etc. The energy
and spatial resolution of the scanner as given by the manufacturers
were taken into account. The GATE results were compared to directly
derived experimental data obtained according to the NEMA
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NU-2-2001 protocol, Analysis was limited to scatter fraction, count
looses and randoms.

Scanner and Gate Simulation
The Siemens Biograph 6 PET scanner digital geometry model has
48 detector modules, arranged in three block rings. Each one of these
modules consists of three blocks in the axial direction. Each block is
made of 13x13 LSO crystals 169 crystals per block. The whole scanner
consists of 24,336 crystals arranged in 39 detection rings; each one has
624 crystals with 83 cm in diameter. The surface area and the thickness
of the individual crystals are 4x4 mm2 and 20 mm, respectively. In
addition the scanner has an axial field of view (FOV) of 16.2 cm and
transverse FOV of 58.5 cm. Figure 1 presents a characteristic GATE
representation of the Biograph 6 PET scanner.

Figure 1: GATE geometry model of the Siemens Biograph Duo 6
PET scanner. Gray indicates shielding, green, LSO blocks, red
PMT's, yellow light-guides and blue wire-framed parallelepipeds,
PETs heads.
Previous validated GATE codes [22] developed with GATE v.3.1
under LINUX Fedora Core 3 OS, were further ported to work under
the well-established version v.6.1 of GATE. GATE 6.1 was considered
preferable because the developed codes presented less core
malfunctions (bugs) in the certain computers that were employed in
the simulations compared to the newer versions. The GATE codes
simulated the following parts: (a) entire PET's detector arrangement,
(b) light guides, photomultiplier tubes and related electronics, (c)
coincidence circuits and processors, (d) digitizer, (e) time-delay of
PET, (f) data processing systems, (g) examination bed, (h) PET's
gantry, (i) lead shielding (Figure 3). Porting followed the general
scheme of the previous GATE v3 codes, however, making appropriate
code modifications to utilise new GATE capabilities and to improve
overall approximation of modelling.
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The simulation followed the philosophy of GATE, namely scriptmodelling of the path of particles through matter and electromagnetic
fields at different levels of description, analysis and visualization. In
brief, modelling of acquisition processes and detector output pulses
was implemented through a chain of processing modules comprising
the (i) adder which regrouped hits per volume into pulses, (ii) readout
which regrouped pulses per block, (iii) energy response which
modelled energy spectrum's blurring after readout, (iv) threshold
electronics which provided cut-off energy windows and (vi) dead-time
modules which defined the dead-time behaviour of the counting
system. In detail, all particle history events (hits) were first collected
from each simulated scintillator. Then a series of signal processors was
inserted, referred hereafter as digitizer. Note that each signal processor
of the digitizer mimics, generally, a separate portion of a real scanner’s
signal processing chain and that digitizer's set up is one of the most
critical parts of the whole simulation [21] so as to produce results that
are reasonable, realistic and comparable with previous works. In
overall, the digitizer of this work processed all GATE-hits, produced
all single events and simulated from these all coincidence events.
Specifically, this work's digitizer involved, first, an adder module. This
summed all energy deposited by particles’ interactions within each
simulated crystal, mimicking thus actual electronic pulses. Next, a
readout module was inserted. This regrouped all simulated pulses per
block into a single pulse. Then, a blurring module was employed
which assigned energy resolution to the simulated LSO crystals. A
mean value of 15.3% in reference to 511 keV was adopted, whereas a
detection efficiency factor (0.9) was added to the Readout pulses. Next,
a paralysable dead-time module was inserted to mimic actual deadtime bias on the single events level. Thereafter, at the same level, two
different energy windows were employed, namely one between 200
and 650 keV and the other between 425 and 650 keV. Both were
applied via thresholder and upholder modules. From these, a Singles
ascii file was created, containing selected information, namely, for
each single event, the energy deposited and the coordinates of
detection within the modelled geometry. A coincidence sorter module
was then inserted. This searched the singles list for pairs of coincident
singles that could be registered within a coincidence time window of
4.5 ns. It is noted that each single carries information about all
physical processes of hits and that all related coincidence analysis is
based on singles, since a coincidence occurs when two singles hit two
distinct detectors in the same time window. An additional paralysable
delayed window was then applied of various offsets and window of 4.5
ns. Note that this method, viz. delayed coincidences, is considered
adequate for the estimation of random events [22,23]. Moreover, a
coincidence dead-time was further applied to the above coincidence
chains. Finally, the transfer efficiency coefficient of the the LSO
crystals was taken equal to 28% [3,4], the light yield equal to 27000
quanta/MeV [3,4] and the intrinsic conversion efficiency equal to 8.2%
in reference to 511 keV [3,4]. In addition, this work utilised GATE's
capability for full customization of modelled physical processes [21]
and the ability of setting thresholds for the production of secondary
electrons, X-rays and delta-rays [21]. The standard energy package was
employed for the simulation of Photoelectric and Compton
interactions and the Penelope model for low-energy Rayleigh
scattering. Standard models were employed in the simulation of
multiple scattering Following the previous GATE v3 coding, energy
and range cuts were 1 cm for both photons and electrons inside LSO
crystals.
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Nema Count Rate Performance, Accuracy of Count
Losses, Random Corrections and Validation
This work was based on the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) performance measurements protocol NU
2-2001. This protocol is widely accepted as methodology for the
assessment of individual PET system’s performance [24]. It includes
measurements for spatial resolution, intrinsic scatter fraction,
sensitivity, count rate performance, accuracy of count losses and
random corrections [24,25]. The present work employed only the
parts for scatter fraction performance, accuracy of count losses and
random corrections. This was because experimental measurements of
the team for the Biograh 6 were conducted according to NEMANU-2-2001 in a previous publication [22]. Additionally, the previous
GATE v3 codes were targeted to these measurements. Although the
new NEMA-NU-2007 protocol [23] is now state-of-the art, the
methodology for count rate performance, accuracy of count losses and
random corrections remains, more or less, unchanged in respect to the
corresponding NEMA-NU-2001 protocol. Accounting this fact and
taking into consideration that the previous validation measurements
were derived by the team according to the NEMA-NU-2001 protocol,
ported methodology was decided still to follow the previous NEMANU-2001 standard.
The NEMA-NU-2001 scatter phantom was described in GATE
v6.1. According to NEMA-NU-2001, the scatter phantom comprises a
20.3 cm diameter solid polyethylene cylinder with a 70 cm long 6.4
mm diameter hole drilled at 4.5 cm radial offset from the center of the
cylinder [23]. Inside a drilled hole, a test phantom line source is
inserted. The test phantom line source insert is a polyethylene coated
plastic tube at of 80 cm length, with an inside diameter of 3.2 mm and
an outside diameter of 4.8 mm. The central 70 cm of this tube is filled
with a known quantity of activity and threaded through the 6.4 mm
hole in the test phantom. The GATE model of this scatter phantom is
shown in Figure 2, in blue being the main phantom, in red the drilled
hole and in green the test phantom's polyethylene line source coating.

Calculation Methodology
As stated in literature [21,23-25], it is important to understand the
fraction of scatter and random coincidences with respect to the total
count rate. This is because scatter coincidences add background noise
to produced images and decrease overall contrast. Random
coincidences also produce errors in count rates and, since they do not
contain any spatial information, can render signiﬁcant artefacts in
reconstructed images [26]. On the contrary, if random and scatter
coincidences are removed, a perfect radioactive point source
positioned in the FOV of the camera could be reconstructed.
Calculation of true, scatter and random coincidences suffers from
differentiations in corresponding definitions and can be affected by
user-controlled parameters in an actual PET system. In this work the
following definitions were followed: (a) true coincidences were
considered those having both their singles initiated from the same
annihilation event. (b) scatter coincidences were considered the true
coincidences for which one of the two single photons (or both)
interacted with the scatter phantom, bed or GATE-world before
reaching the detector. (c) random coincidences were those for which
both photons, initiated from two different annihilation events and hit
two different detectors in the same coincidence window.
To implement above calculations a GNU Octave program was
speciﬁcally written oriented to counting prompt, true, scatter and
random coincidences, according to NEMA requirements for each
activity level from the corresponding GATE output files. The
corresponding flowchart is given in Figure 3.

Acquisitions were modelled at different levels of activity for
diverging acquisition times. Simulated activity (A) values ranged
between 5 kBq and 800 MBq, the latter recommended for 3D PET in
the NEMA-NU-2007 protocol [23]. Depending on simulation settings,
the modelled acquisition time compensated between collecting
signiﬁcant number of coincidences (>106) while keeping size of the
output ASCII ﬁles reasonably small.

Figure 3: Flow chart for the GNU octave script that counts True,
Random and Scatter coincidences.
Figure 2: View of the NEMA NU2-2001 scatter fraction phantom.
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According to Figure 3, calculations were performed from both
Singles and Coincidences GATE ASCII files. The former calculation
was advantageous compared to the latter one. This was because it
allowed separate calculations of coincidences in bed or world prior to
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detection. Note that the latter calculation cannot be performed from
the output of coincidences GATE ASCII files. ASCII output was
selected instead of the corresponding ROOT output. This was because
it yielded to manageable outputs, smaller files that were treated very
efficiently and easy under GNU octave and GNU Plot. Both latter
issues were considered advantageous, since the corresponding output
(a) can be also ported to Matlab and Windows OS, (b) plotting and
data handling was easier than the corresponding C++ ROOT's driven
output. It should be noted finally that the above deﬁnition of true,
scatter and random coincidences is often disregarded in everyday
practice. Trivial is to consider true coincidences as events that occur
when both photons from an annihilation event are detected by
detectors in coincidence and that neither photon undergoes any form
of interaction prior to detection [27]. This distinction between true
and scatter coincidences is actually adopted by the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association [23,24]. To address this differentiation true
and scatter coincidences, and accounting the definition adopted in this
work, net true coincidences, hereafter called true coincidences, were
calculated according to the following equation
Ctrue = Ctotal-C random + scatter (1)
which implicitly assumes that true and scatter coincidences are
considered as two different types of events. Scatter Fraction (SF) was
calculated as
SF= S/S+T (2)
where S and T are the scattered and true coincidences respectively.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 presents one experimental and eight simulated series of
count rates separated for true, random and scatter coincidences
Experimental count rates were derived in a previous validated work
[22], with an F-18 FDG source of 1 kBq/ml specific activity with the
NEMA NU 2-2001 scatter phantom. Simulated series were calculated
by the ported GATE codes adopting the complete set of parameters of
the previous work [22], however by changing the deadtime value of the
simulated electronics part, the simulated activity and the type of
source. Six simulation series referred to an F-18 source and the
remaining to a potential use of an O-15 and a C-11 source. It is noted
though that the PET scanners in Greece operate only with F-18
sources. Previous validation was derived by applying 900 ns and 700 ns
dead time values only on singles and by simulating low counting rates.
It may be observed from Table 1 that alterations in dead-time in
electronics and activity induces noticeable changes in simulated values
of true, random and scatter coincidence count-rates. Noteworthy are
the simulation results given in the three last rows of Table 1. It may be
seen that the changes imposed by the different simulated source (F-18,
O-15, C-11) are slight when the simulated values of dead-time and
activity are kept stable. Simulated scatter coincidences count rates
seem to be very sensitive to changes of dead-time in electronics and
activity values inserted in the GATE codes. This fact raises questions
regarding results derived through GATE. To the opinion of the
authors, GATE results could be accompanied by adequate sensitivity
analysis on employed GATE parameters. Such analysis can assist the
Medical Imaging community on the reliability and reproducibility of
results reported from GATE. Nevertheless, this was not an intent of
the paper and is left as future work. Despite the discrepancies, it
should be emphasised that simulations of the pulse processing and
coincidence generation methods of real scanners are not common in
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the literature [10]. A reason is that it is generally difficult to model
individual components of a scanner because of limited information
from manufacturers about their designs-or incomplete physical
characterisation of phenomena, such as optical transport in
scintillators [10,28,29]. Usually the models employ analytical dead
time simulations based on experimental data from the scanner [30,31],
coincidence processing algorithms [30], or fixed values for physical
parameters that give reasonable agreement to experimental results
[22,32]. Simulation data have also been scaled to offset sensitivity
mismatches to achieve close agreement with experimental results
[10,22,31,32]. The risk with these approaches is that the methods used
to develop and validate the simulation models may not scale with
conﬁdence beyond the exact scanner conﬁguration used in the
validation, and may result in larger errors when used for performance
prediction [1]. It is also worth to mention that according to Table 1,
scatter fractions calculated through equation (2) were smaller for
smaller deadtime values.
Figure 4 presents the variation of scatter fraction versus modelled
activity concentrations of F-18. As modelled F-18 concentration
increases, scatter fraction increases as well. It can be observed also that
scatter fraction values range between 30% and 38% for concentrations
up to 100 kBq/ml. Scatter fraction curve type (Figure 4) and value
range, are comparable to published experimental and modelled results
[33,34]. Considering low counting rates (1 kBq/ml), as specified by the
NEMA NU 2-2001 protocol, the simulated scatter fractions were
31.1% both for 900 and 700 ns deadtime values, as in the previous
study [22]. It is noted that at 1 kBq/ml, experimental scatter fraction
was 33.4%.
Results

Experimental

True
coincidence

Random
coincidence

Scatter
coincidence

rate (CPS)

rate (CPS)

rate (CPS)

65%

32%

3.00%

64%

34%

2.00%

60%

39%

1.00%

71%

28.6%

0.40%

64%

34%

2%

60%

39%

1%

66%

31%

3%

Simulated F-18 (1)
Activity:14.2MBq
DT electronics:300 ns
Slice-Total time:50 ms-1s
Simulated F-18 (2)
Activity:14.2MBq
DT electronics:300 ns
Slice-Total time:0 ms-1s
Simulated F-18 (3)
Activity:14.2MBq
DT electronics: 150ns
Slice-Total time:10 ms-1s
Simulated F-18 (4)
Activity:1.42MBq
DT electronics: 150 ns
Slice-Total time:10 ms-1s
Simulated F-18 (5)
Activity:1.42MBq
DT electronics: 150 ns
Slice-Total time:10 ms-1s
Simulated F-18 (6)
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activity, (iv) modelled source, as well as the (v) additional dead time
values adopted in GATE modules.

Activity:22.6MBq
DT electronics: 60 ns
Slice-Total time:10 ms-1s

References

Simulated C-11 (7)

1.

Activity:22.6MBq
DT electronics: 60 ns

66%

31%

3%

2.

Slice-Total time: 50 ms-50
ms
Simulated O-15 (8)

3.

Activity:22.6MBq
DT electronics: 60ns

66%

30%

4%

Slice-Total time:50 ms- 50
ms

Table 1: Comparison of experimental and simulated true, random and
scatter coincidence count rates. The experimental set (first row) was
derived with a F-18 source of 1 kBq/ml activity concentration. All
simulations (rows 2-9) were calculated with an energy window
between 425 keV and 650 keV considering no dead-time (DT) on
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DT value of simulated electronics and the running time indications,
namely slice time and total running time.
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